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SBMB.
Sunnypigs are made of stainless steel. Their three-level radiating

surface (a patented combination of ceramics, nickel chromium mesh
and directional fins) is an efficient generator of radiant heat. They
come equipped with a support consisting of five-foot chains, a flame
safety device, a very effective primary air filter (patented) and a
replacement filtesr- The filter should be cleaned at regular intervals, a
little work that will save you a lot.

SBM:
Downgoing

Heat

SBM brooders now have the "Seal of Quality” by the Farm Equip-
ment Manufacturers Association.

No other gas brooder on the market has FEMA recognition and your
clients should feel that the Seal of Quality means that the SBM brooder
is a serious product, backed up by technical information and the
Distributors know their products and give solid after sale service.
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Sunnypig 3 for ambient heating ofa"farrowing pen or 20 to 30
weaner pigs.

SBM Brooders:
In Use In All Types

of GrowingFacilities.

Simple To Install
and Highly Reliable

Sunnypig 1 to heat a litter of piglets or a pen of 10 to 12young
pigs.

AGRI-EQUIPMENT, INC.
Is An Authorized Distributor For

Infrared Brooders
For Hogs
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• Energy savings - SBM Brooders save as much as 10 to 25%

• A spectacular drop in mortality Piglets are practically
blind for a few hours following birth. Only the powerful heat
radiated to floor level by Sunnypigs attract the piglets to
the warm area (which is warmer than their mother).

There, the piglets run no risk of being crushed by the
sow. Cannibalism is practically non-existant. The piglets
are quickly dried and warmed up.

Furthermore, because the heat that descends warms the
floor more than the air, the piglets sleep on a dry, healthy
floor, reducing the risk of disease.

• SBM Brooders: High heat efficiency at floor level for your
piglets Sunnypigs are so effective that even in very cold
areas ambient heating is necessary for only a few months a
year. This can be provided by Sunnypig 3 brooders (in very
cold areas, one Sunnypig 3 for four pens).
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AGRI- equipment, INC.

cattle HOG POULTRY EQUIPMENT
2754 CREEK HILL RD., LEOLA, PA 17540

PHONE: 717-656-4151
* SERViNC M, N.J. and N.Y.

AGRI-EQUIPMENT, INC.
OFFERS COMPLETE SALE,
INSTALLATION, SERVICE

STORE HOURS:
Mon. - Fri.

7 30 to 5:00
Sat 7 30 toll 30
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